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Previously, on AC...
... we built synchronous moore machines as a way to precisely
describe the behavior of sequential circuits/components.

Remember: clk is always here, IMPLICITELY!!!
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Moore Machines

A Moore machine is a tuple (Q,q0, I,O,T ,F ) with:
I Q is the set of states
I q0 ∈ Q is the initial state
I I is the input alphabet
I O is the output alphabet
I T ⊆ Q × I → Q is the transition combinatorial function.
I F ⊆ Q → O is the output combinatorial function.
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Our running example
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Our running example
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Today

We need to actually translate the Moore machine into gates

Moore Machine→ Truth Tables→ Logical Equations→ Circuits
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General principle

I T is a combinatorial circuit implementing the transition
function of the FSM

I R is a register that stores the current FSM state
I F is a combinatorial circuit implementing the output

function of the FSM
At each time step the loop ensures the transition from the
current state to the next one (that can be the same) according
to the transition function implemented in T. At each time step
F produces the output associated with the state stored in R.
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FSM Synthesis

1. Input/output signals encoding
2. State encoding
3. Build truth tables for transition function and output function
4. Translate truth tables into boolean functions
5. Build combinatorial circuits from boolean functions
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1 Input/Output Encoding

Why encode?

I input and output alphabets are symbols
I Computer architecture deals with bits, not symbols
⇒ Need to encode symbols into bit words.

The final encoding...
I ... is often imposed by the hardware that will use the FSM
I ... is subject to optimizations that we will intentionally put

aside here.
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Input / Output Encoding: Running example

The example is trivial:

I I = {w}, a unique boolean signal
I O = {z}, a unique boolean signal
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2 State encoding

Question: Given n states, how to choose a binary
representation, ie choose an injection from states to words
of bits.

I the binary representation is of size b, such that:
dlog2ne ≤ b ≤ n

I any injection works!
I But some lead to simpler implementations.
I Has a major influence on the complexity of functions T and

F
I But will not focus on optimizations here
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One-Hot Coding

b = n
let si be the i-th bit of the encoding

I FSM is in state qi if si = 1
I At any time, FSM is in exactly one state

si = 1⇒ ∀j 6= i , sj = 0
I A permutation on si does change the names of the states,

not the state/transition equations
I Transition function T is easy to compute
I Pb: uses n bits instead of dlog2ne
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One-Hot Coding - Example

5 states⇒ state encoded on 5 bits

FSM state encoding (s4s3s2s1s0)
q0 00001
q1 00010
q2 00100
q3 01000
q4 10000
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General View
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Logarithmic encoding

b = dlog2ne
A state is represented as a product of litterals (qi or qi )
Examples:

I natural order: q0 → 0, q1 → 1, ..., qn−1 → n − 1,
I inverse natural order: q0 → n − 1, q1 → n − 2, ...,

qn−1 → 0,
What encoding would minimize the logical equations (hence
circuits):

I You need to try the m possible combinations!
I This is not solvable in polynomial time.
I ⇒ we’ll use our intuition instead in this course.
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Logarithmic Encoding - Example

5 states⇒ state encoded on 3 bits (dlog25e = 3)

FSM state encoding (s2s1s0)
q0 000
q1 001
q2 010
q3 011
q4 100
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General View
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3 Transition and Output Tables

State Transition Table:
I allows for the description of an FSM’s graph as a table
I defines T as a function of the state encoding.

Output Table
I describes state→ output function
I defines F as a function of the state encoding.
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Transition and Output tables: example (4-in-a-row)

Transition
State input next state

q0 w q0
q0 w q1
q1 w q0
q1 w q2
q2 w q0
q2 w q3
q3 w q0
q3 w q4
q4 w q0
q4 w q4

Output

State output
q0 z
q1 z
q2 z
q3 z
q4 z
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4 Translate Truth Tables into Boolean Functions

Choose the encoding first!

In the following we will use logarithmic encoding:

State Code
q0 000
q1 001
q2 010
q3 011
q4 100
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Example - output truth table
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Example - state transition truth table
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5 Build combinatorial Circuits

As usual:
I take truth tables
I identify terms
I build the disjunctive normal form
I translate boolean expression to gates
I see lecture on Boolean Algebra + Chapter 2 of exercise

book
Here, I contains one element (w), O contains one element (z)
and the state is encoded on 3 bits (s0, s1, s2).
Hence we know that:

I The output function F will correspond to 1 Boolean
equation with 3 variables

I The transition function T will correspond to 3 Boolean
equations with 4 variables
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Example
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Example (1) - output equation and circuit
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Example (2) - state transition equations
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Example (3) - state transition circuit 1
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Example (3) - state transition circuit 2
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Example (3) - state transition circuit 3
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Digital demo

Demo time!
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Perfect, we know how to conceive and implement
sequential circuit in the form of FSM

Yes... But...
Can we built an 16 bits counter with this method?

I Theoretically yes :-) ... It is a FSM
I Practically no :-( ... the FSM would have thousands of

states (65536 exactly).
We will built “small” FSM (i.e. with few states) that will control
the computations of ANOTHER circuit. In other words, we will
separate the Control from the Data!

I A counter can be used as a Datapath to implement a
stopwatch...

I Can we implement the Control of such a datapath? YES!!!
By controlling its Enable and Reset lines...

I Example: a stopwatch with one button and a cycle
"start-stop-reset"...
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Digital demo

Demo time!
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